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Context: cooperation between formal and
informal actors in the social domain

Larger project on social neighborhoodteams in 
municipalities of Amsterdam, Hoorn and Purmerend 

Focus on cooperation between team professionals and
informal actors 

What are informal actors’ experiences of cooperating
with formal health and welfare providers?
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POLICY AMBITION: HYBRIDIZATION
The ambition: ‘hybridization’ (Ter Avest, 2017)

• The interweaving of public and private, or of formal and informal 
actors in the provision of social support, welfare and care 

• Within policy context of proximate social work, participation society,  
self-sufficiency

In practice: 
Neighbourhood teams insufficiently succeed in involving and 
cooperating with informal actors in the provision of care (Movisie, 2016, 
IWW 2017)
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AMSTERDAM-NORTH

Former industrial, working class 
districts

Rapidly gentrifying but significant  
pockets of disadvantage remain
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LOW TRUST COMMUNITIES

• Institutional trust: related to educational, income and ethnic 
background (cf Schmeets, 2018) 

• Research site: population with either migrant background or 
lower socio-economic status 

• Previously tight-knit communities
• Present: neighborhood changes and retreating welfare state

• Sense of loss, of being treated unequally 
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LOW TRUST RESIDENTS…

Are likely to demand support only at a very late stage:

• ‘That is typical for the old residents here: when the going
gets really tough, they will not ask for help. They will wait
until things escalate, for instance when they are evicted
from their homes, before they ask for help. Not earlier’.  
(active resident, Floradorp)

• Metaphor of ‘the gap’
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ROLE OF INFORMAL ACTOR 

• Volunteers, active residents, community members 
• Step into the trust gap between formal care providers and residents

Can act as a guide because of key qualities:

• similarity
• knowledge of experience 
• proximity
• time 
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Direct guiding role:

‘I join them to the Employee Insurance Agency, to the Wiork
and Income Services. To the municipality, wherever. 
Because they trust me. I just sit in the conversation and if
needed, I will do the talking for a moment. They do not
want to go there alone or with a stranger. I know them, I am
one of them’. 

(vrijwilliger, Florakokjes)
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Indirect guiding role:

Creating ‘enabling circumstances’

‘As a Church, we can offer a listening ear, so that a person 
can just share his story. And we can pray for him, so that
he will find a sense of peace and the energy to address his 
own problems and carry on’ 

(volunteer, Hoop voor Noord)
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IDENTIFYING THE NEED FOR HELP

‘The formal sector nowadays no longer has the time to 
discover the real demand for help. And because we are 
informal, my experience is that residents more quickly dare 
to speak out. With the formal sector, they fear being placed 
in a box, with consequences.’  

(Active resident and volunteer)
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Non-obtrusive guidance

• ‘I do not want to put them on the spot, because if you do 
that, people like that might stay away (from the 
community centre), which will only make matters worse. 
That way, we may loose touch with them altogether’

(active resident, community centre)
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In terms of social capital…

Bonding social capital:
refers to trusting and co-operative relations between 
members of a network who see themselves as being 
similar, in terms of their shared social identity (Szreter and 
Woolcock 2004)

The informal actor operates on the basis of bonding social 
capital: he/ she wins trust through time, interpersonal 
contact, similarity and proximity
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Bridging and linking social capital 

Bridging: relationships amongst people who are dissimilar 

Linking: relationships with individuals and institutions who have 
relative power over them (Szreter and Woolcock, 2004)

The informal actor also possesses and builds linking social capital:

 has a strong, personal network in the formal sector
 has access to information
 has experience navigating the world of formal care 
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Consequences

• No hybridization, but a different division of roles
• Informal actor performs link work across ‘the 

gap’ 
• Enables resident to navigate the complex 

system world of formal support
• Ponzoni (2015): ‘Frame of Access’ appears 

dominant
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Critical reflection 
Cf. Ponzoni (2015): 

• Frame of access builds on notion of gap and need for a 
bridge

• Point of departure is that increased use of professional 
services is the solution

• Informal actor is primarily ‘useful’ as gateway into the 
community 

• But: alternative frame of ‘safe spaces’: loci of informality 
and mutual support, in which professionals join 
volunteers 
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